
RuST TREaTMEnT & CLEanInG

» STABILIZE EXISTING RUST
» GUARD AGAINST CORROSION
» PREVENT ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION
» INCREASE BELT FRICTION

WhaT IS YOuR TaSK?

Releases Corroded 
& Rusted Parts

Lubricates & 
Protects Gasket Removal Clean & Degrease Clean & Degrease Clean & Degrease Rust Treatment Clean & Degrease

WhaT aRE YOu CLEanInG? - - - Metal Parts Metal Parts all Parts Large Surfaces hands hands

unIQuE FEaTuRES

Shock Freeze Two spray options Rapid Removal non-chlorinated non-chlorinated non-Corrosive Converts Rust Biodegradable Effective on all 
Stains

Pre-moistened
waterlesstowels

Prevents corrosion Minimises Flange 
Damage ODC Free Protects Surface non-Toxic Conditions Skin Leaves no residues

up to 121°C non-Flammable Orange Scented Fortified with emollients 
and natural oils

hEnKEL SOLuTIOnS LOCTITE® LB 8040 

Freeze & Release ^
LOCTITE® ML-11 ^ LOCTITE® SF 790 ^ 

Chisel® Paint Stripper

LOCTITE® Brake 

& Parts Cleaner ^
LOCTITE® SF 7633 

non-Chlorinated Parts Cleaner
LOCTITE® SF 7070 LOCTITE® 754 Extend®

Rust Treatment
LOCTITE® 7840 
natural Blue®

LOCTITE® SF 7850 LOCTITE® 7617 
Industrial hand Wipes

appearance clear liquid Slightly brown White liquid clear liquid clear liquid clear liquid Milky liquid blue liquid White lotion Textured Towel

dry Time - - - - 3o secs 5–20 mins 30 min - - -

Package Size & idh (Part no.)
310 g aerosol - 
1024403 (faR)

360 ml aerosol - 
1827849 (41106)

510 m aerosol - 
642664 (135544)

417 g aerosol - 230824 
(24441)

20 l drum - 1939857 
(1939857)

Optional Teroson T900 
Pump Spray - 150037

420 g aerosol -
1506652 (234935)

473 g aerosol - 661976
(135310)

946 ml bottle - 234981
(75430)

3.78 ltr bottle - 160802
(75448)

709 ml bottle -
2046049 (82249)

3.78 ltr bottle -
2046047

18.9 ltr bucket -
2046048 (82253)

400 ml bottle - 366943
(31908)

4 ltr pump - 367218
(31909)

15 ltr bucket - 367217
(31910)

75 pck tub - 337637
(34943)

130 pk bucket - 337638
(34944)

note: Varies with substrate. For further information refer to 
product technical data sheet.

Shock-freezes seized 
and rusted parts, 
causing microscopic 
cracks in the rust 
and allowing the 
lubricant to penetrate. 
The assembly can 
be easily dismantled 
after allowing 1-2 
minutes and parts 
remain lubricated 
and protected from 
corrosion.
Recommended for:
•  Seized and or rusted

components

A light, semi-drying 
oil type spray that 
penetrates, lubricates, 
displaces water, cleans 
surfaces and provides 
protection to metal 
surfaces, to prevent 
corrosion.

Removes baked on 
gaskets from any type 
of assembly in 10 to 
15 minutes. Prepares 
metal parts for new 
gaskets, eliminating 
scraping and sanding. 
Suitable for wood and 
is non-corrosive to 
aluminium. Not for use 
with plastics, linoleum 
or synthetic fi bres.

This non-chlorinated 
cleaner instantly 
removes fluids, grease 
and dirt leaving no 
contaminant attracting 
residue.

•  Aggressively
penetrates and
dissolves

•  Dries fast with no
residue

•  Eliminates the need to
disassemble parts

• VOC compliant
•  No chlorinated

solvent run-off
Applications:
Formulated to remove
oil, grease, fluids,
oxidised oils (gum) and
asphalt from all types
of metal parts.

General purpose parts
cleaner and degreaser
which contains no
ozone depleting
chemicals. Prepares
surface for bonding
and is non-corrosive
and plastic compatible.
Removes grease, oil
and dirt from electrical
parts, tools, bearings,
controls, and precision
equipment.

Converts existing
rust into a stable
base. Cured product
acts as a primer
ready for painting.
Protects surfaces from
corrosion. Use on metal
pipes, valves, fittings,
storage tanks, fences,
guard rails, conveyors,
construction and
agricultural equipment.

A biodegradable,
allpurpose, industrial
strength, concentrated
cleaner and degreaser,
Natural Blue®

contains no hazardous
solvents. Formulated
for wipe down,
pressure spraying
and immersion
cleaning processes,
Natural Blue® can be
economically diluted
with water at room
temperature or heated,
to meet a wide range
of industrial cleaning
applications. ODC free,
non flammable, non-
toxic and pine scented.
(709ml is diluted 1:1
ready for use).

Contains premium-
grade cleansing agents
that quickly dissolve
dirt, grease, resin,
ink, paint, glue, tile
cements and other
stubborn stains.
Citrusbased, smooth
formula is pH balanced
and fortified with skin
conditioners lanolin,
aloe vera, Vitamin E,
jojoba and wheat germ
extract to soothe and
protect raw, rough
hands.

Premoistened with
a powerful cleaning
formula, the abrasive,
yet non-scratching
fabric removes tar,
grease, wax, ink,
paint, lubricants and
adhesives.

FEaTuRES & BEnEFITS

✓  Effective rust converter formula
for surface preparation of all
metals

✓  Fast acting and noncorrosive
gasket remover eliminates need
for scraping and sanding

✓  Fast and effective industrial
grade cleaners

✓  Premium-grade hand cleaner
with skin conditioners to soothe
and protect hands
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